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ABSTRACT
Knowing which parts of a system underwent which types
of refactoring between two program versions can help pro-
grammers better understand code changes. Though there
are a number of techniques that automatically find refactor-
ings from two input program versions, these techniques are
inadequate in terms of coverage by handling only a subset
of refactoring types—mostly simple rename and move refac-
torings at the level of classes, methods, and fields. This pa-
per presents a Ref-Finder Eclipse plug-in that automatically
identifies both atomic and composite refactorings using a
template-based refactoring reconstruction approach—it ex-
presses each refactoring type in terms of template logic queries
and uses a logic programming engine to infer concrete refac-
toring instances. Ref-Finder currently supports sixty three
types in the Fowler’s catalog, showing the most comprehen-
sive coverage among existing techniques.
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D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding Tools and Tech-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Refactoring is the process of changing a software system in

such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the
code yet improves the modular structure of software. Auto-
matically identifying which refactorings happened between
two program versions is an important research problem be-
cause inferred refactorings can be used to study the role
of refactorings during software evolution, to update client
applications that are broken due to refactorings in library
components [1], and to create more intelligent refactoring-
aware merging and version control systems [2]. Our sur-
vey of existing refactoring identification techniques [7] found
that, even though they can handle simple refactorings, such
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as rename and move refactorings, they cannot easily han-
dle complex refactorings that consist of atomic refactorings
related by structural constraints such as an extract super-
class refactoring (pages. 336-340 [3]), which consists of move
fields/methods refactorings.

To overcome these limitations, we devised a refactoring
reconstruction approach that actively leverages the domain
knowledge about well-known refactoring types [7]. As a first
step, we targeted refactoring types in Fowler’s catalog [3], a
comprehensive list of refactorings that are well understood
by software engineering practitioners. Inspired by the prior
work on logic-based program representation approaches [6],
we described the structural constraints before and after ap-
plying a refactoring to a program in terms of template logic
queries and encoded ordering dependencies among refactor-
ing types to define which refactorings types must be identi-
fied before identifying higher-level, composite refactorings.

This paper presents Ref-Finder which instantiates this
logic query based refactoring reconstruction approach. Ref-

Finder is an Eclipse plug-in that builds on top of our logical
program differencing framework [4, 5]. It takes two program
versions as input either from workspace snapshots or from a
Subversion repository, and extracts logic facts about a pro-
gram’s syntactic structure using Eclipse Java Development
Toolkit’s AST analysis. Using the Tyruba logic program-
ming engine [8], it then invokes pre-defined logic queries to
identify program differences that match the constraints of
each refactoring type under focus. The main contribution
of this paper is a tool that visualizes identified refactoring
instances within an existing Eclipse integrated development
environment. The evaluation of Ref-Finder on code exam-
ples from Fowler’s book, release pairs of jEdit, and revision
pairs of Columba and Carol shows that its overall precision
and recall are 79% and 95% respectively [7].

2. REF-FINDER FEATURES
A developer may begin her investigation by selecting two

program versions either from her current workspace projects
or revisions from a Subversion repository. Ref-Finder com-
pares the syntax tree of each version to compute structural
change-facts such as deleted trycatch. Ref-Finder then in-
vokes template logic queries, each of which encode the struc-
tural constraints of a program before and after refactorings.

Consider a replace conditionals with polymorphism refac-
toring example from version 4.3.1 of jEdit, an open source
text editor. In the old version, the class LHS contained a
method, assign(), whose behavior depended on the value of
the type field. The new version of this methods supplants



Figure 1: Ref-Finder infers a replace conditionals with polymorphism refactoring from change facts deleted conditional,
after subtype, before method, added method and similar body.

this conditional logic by adding LHS’s subclasses and then
using polymorphism to invoke a different behavior by over-
riding assign() in each of the subclasses. In order to find a
replace conditionals with polymorphism(oldmethod, subclass)
refactoring, Ref-Finder invokes a query (deleted conditional-
(?condition, ?thenpart, ?elsepart, ?superclass) ∧ before method-
(?oldmethod, ?superclass), after subtype(?superclass, ?subclass)
∧ added method(?newmethod, ?subclass) ∧ similar body(?new-
method, ?oldmethod)), to check that a type check was per-
formed in the conditional and that the new method body is
similar to the original method. In our logic query descrip-
tion, ?x indicates an existentially quantified logic variable,
x. As shown in Figure 1, Ref-Finder visualizes the recon-
structed refactorings as a list. The panel on the right sum-
marizes key details of the selected refactoring and allows the
developer quickly navigate to the associated code fragments.

3. RELATED WORK AND SUMMARY
Existing refactoring reconstruction techniques compare code

elements in terms of their name and structure similarity
to identify move and rename refactorings [10, 1, 9]. The
approach most similar to ours is Xing et al.’s change-facts
queries [9]. Queries corresponding to well-known refactor-
ing types are applied to the change-facts database to find
concrete refactoring instances. According to our survey of
12 existing techniques [7], 40 out of 72 refactoring types in
Fowler’s catalog [3] are not covered by any of existing tech-
niques. Ref-Finder currently supports 63 types, providing
the most comprehensive coverage among existing tools.
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